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Abstract: Taking the frame-supported shear wall structure of a 102.1 m high metro depot as the
test object, the structure has obvious vertical irregularity, and a quasi-static test was carried out on
the structural model with the scale of 1/5. The damage development and strain of the structure
were observed by applying displacement loads under different seismic actions, and the experimental
phenomena and measured data were analyzed. The results show that the safety performance of the
structure meets the seismic requirements of the MCE (Maximum considered earthquake) condition.
Under the action of load, a reasonable damage mechanism is formed in which the components above
the transfer story crack first and those below the transfer story crack later, which is in line with the
design concept of “the performance objective of the bottom frame structure is higher than that of the
upper shear wall structure”. The transfer plate is mainly subjected to shear deformation, the possible
shear failure of the transfer plate should be avoided by reasonable design. Due to the large height
difference between the first floor and the second floor, the structure may be adversely affected, so it
is necessary to make the yielding floor appear in the bottom strengthening part above the transfer
story. Under the SLE (Service level earthquake) and DBE (Design based earthquake) conditions, the
bottom frame of the structure is mainly subjected to elastic deformation. Under the MCE (Maximum
considered earthquake) condition, the bottom frame of the structure causes a lot of damage, increases
energy consumption and decreases stiffness, which further proves that “the performance goal of the
bottom frame structure is higher than that of the upper shear wall structure”.

Keywords: frame-supported shear wall structure; transfer slab; vertical irregularity; soft-story;
pseudo-static test; seismic performance

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of urbanization, land resources in densely populated cities are
increasingly scarce, the study of transit-oriented development (TOD) has received attention
and the application of multi-purpose high-rise building has been promoted. Transfer
structural systems are widely applied to achieve large open spaces at lower floors for
pluralistic commercial facilities such as parking lots, shopping centers, and metro stations.
As transmitting loads from the top to the supporting columns or walls, transfer structures
can be defined as either flexural or shear structure [1]. A transfer story has several types,
for example, transfer beam (girder) [1], transfer slab (plate) [2–7], or transfer box [8], among
which the transfer slab structure is quite popular due to being free from the limitation of
the forms of the upper and lower structures and the flexible axes distribution of upper
and lower stories. Due to the space requirement of subway station, the height of frame
structure differs greatly from the first floor to the second floor, resulting in structural
stiffness mutation and the formation of soft-story [9–27]. Buildings with soft-story had
a significantly higher proportion of serious damage than other conventional types of
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buildings after the earthquake in Hyogo-ken Nambu (1995) as well as in Mexico City
(1985) [7]. The internal force of the vertical anti-lateral component of the structure is
transferred downward by the horizontal conversion component, and the structure displays
obvious vertical irregularity [9–27]. The plate–column joints of this structure have complex
forces under seismic loads; therefore, some scholars have carried out studies on such
structures from the perspective of the joints [4–6,28–36].

The structural performance of a low-rise building with a transfer beam in Hong
Kong under probable seismic events was examined by Li JH [1]. Xiangming Zhou [2]
analyzed the performance of high-rise buildings with transfer panels under wind and
earthquake action; the results showed that seismic action should be clearly considered in
design in areas with moderate seismic activity. Su R [3] provides a method for assessing
the structural performance of transfer structures in the face of prospective seismic events.
The results revealed that the mega-columns supporting the transfer plate and the coupling
beams at higher zones are the most vulnerable components in the event of a seismic event.
Su-min Kang [4] conducted an experimental study on the punching shear strength of
conversion slabs with different forms of reinforcement and discovered the use of diagonally
reinforced upper plate increased the punching shear strength of conversion slab specimens
by 100–128% [4–6]. Three 1:12 scale 17-story RC wall building models were subjected to
the same sequence of simulated earthquake excitations to examine their seismic response
characteristics. Based on the test results, the anticipated fundamental periods in UBC 97
and AIK 2000 for structures other than moment frames and bearing wall constructions
appear to be realistic [7].

Previous studies have made some achievements in theoretical analysis and dynamic
characteristics of structures, which are of great significance to subsequent scientific research
and engineering practice. However, the development of stress and strain, the damage and
cracking characteristics of complete frame-supported shear wall structure with transfer slab
under low cycle reciprocating load are not discussed. Based on the above problems, in order
to investigate the seismic capacity and damage development features of complete frame-
supported shear wall structure with transfer slab in high-rise buildings under earthquake
action, a 1/5 large space structure model was designed for pseudo-static test. On the one
hand, the research can verify whether this type of structure can meet the requirements of
seismic performance under the action of various seismic levels; on the other hand, it can
study the damage development and strain characteristics of the structure.

2. Test Overview
2.1. Specimen Design

The original structure of the experiment model (Figure 1) is a 30-story transfer slab
structure with a height of 102.1 m, the first story is the subway parking garage, the second
story is the car garage; the first and second storys are the frame structure, the third story
and above are the shear wall structure, where the frame and shear wall are connected by
transfer slab. As the original structure (Figure 1) has many cross units and is limited by the
space conditions of the test site, a simplified structure (Figure 2) was designed to reflect the
seismic performance, deformation characteristics, and failure characteristics of the original
structure. During the simplification process, the section size of the component did not
change. The number of spans was reduced and shear walls were arranged in a manner that
is most unfavorable to mid-span columns and plates.

The simplified structure is scaled down according to the similarity ratio of 1:5. The
experiment model with large scale ratio can more intuitively reflect the damage and
cracking of the original structure. However, due to the limitation of the space conditions of
the test site, the whole building model after scale reduction cannot be taken for experimental
research. To study the seismic performance of the transfer thick plate structure, the 1st
to 5th floors after scale reduction were taken as the research object (Figure 3). A concrete
equivalent mass block was set at the top of the fifth floor, which was used to simulate
the vertical gravity action of the upper shear wall structure (Figure 3) because its gravity
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meets the counterweight requirements of the shear wall on the fifth floor. The seismic
performance of the transfer slab is different in the tower area and non-tower area, so it
needs to be treated differently in design. In the tower area, the transfer slab is 260 mm
thick, and the frame columns under the thick plate are adopted steel concrete columns;
the transfer slab in the non-tower area is 70 mm thick, and the frame columns under the
sheet are reinforced concrete columns; hidden beams (beams arranged inside a thick plate)
are arranged at the junction of thin plate and thick plate to solve the problem of stress
concentration.
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Figure 3. Experimental object.

Table 1 shows the scale model and the height of each floor of the original structure.
The design strength of the experiment model concrete is C30. The reinforcement ratio
of frame structure and transfer slab is the same as that of the original structure, using
Q345 I-steel, HRB400 steel bar (diameter 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 mm), and 8# steel wire. The shear
wall structure section of the model is too small to arrange steel bars as the research needs.
Therefore, when designing the upper shear wall structure model, the internal steel bars
should be replaced by 8# steel wire (diameter 4.06 mm) on the premise of the same strength
(Ab · σb = Aw · σw, b = steel bars, w = 8# steel wire). The mass block at the top of the 5th
floor is made entirely of concrete, the reinforcement diagram and layout of the test model
are shown in Figures 4–6. A similar relationship is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Story height and additional weight.

Type Simplified Structure Experimental Object
Story Story Height (m) Floor Mass (t) Story Story Height (m) Floor Mass (t) Counterweight (t)

Shear wall 5~29 2.9 120.4 × 25 5 0.58 0.71 23.29

Shear wall 4 2.9 132.1 4 0.58 0.81 0.25

Shear wall 3 5.8 181 3 1.16 1.24 0.21

Frame column,
Transfer slab 2 7 2512.2 2 1.4 13.14 6.96

Frame
structure 1 11 834.1 1 2.2 6.5 0.17
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Table 2. Similar relationship.

Physical Quantity Formula Similar Relationship

Size (m) SL = hs/ho 1:5

Density (kg/m3) Sρ = ρs/ρo 1:1

Mass (kg) Sm = ρsVs/ρoVo = Sρ · S3
L

1:125

Reinforcement ratio (%) Sρ1 = ρ1s/ρ1o 1:1

Strain Sε = εs/εo 1:1

Displacement (mm) Sx = εsls/εolo = Sε · SL 1:5

Force (kN) SF = Fs/Fo =
Am · σm/Ao · σo = S2

LSσ
1:25

Bending moment (kN·m) SM = FmLm/FsLs = SF · SL 1:125
Note: Footnote “s” is the scaled model, footnote “o” is the original model.

2.2. Loading Programs and Institutions
2.2.1. Vertical Loading

During the experiment, the axial compression ratio of the structure should be satis-
fied, vertical loading is done by adding weights. (The vertical loading is the dead load).
According to the stress similarity condition, the mass similarity ratio of the model is 1:125,
and the gravity similarity ratio is 1:25. The counterweights of each story of the experiment
model are listed in Table 1, and are arranged on stories 1–4, respectively. The concrete mass
block at the top of the fifth story is poured in an integrated way, as shown in Figure 3. The
concrete mass block meets the counterweight requirements of the fifth story.

2.2.2. Horizontal Loading

Two actuators (Model: ZB-300 t, Range: +3000 kN,−1300 kN) were used for horizontal
loading, which were respectively arranged on the first story and the second story of the test
model. According to the Chinese Seismic design Code [37] (p. 33), the seismic fortification
intensity in Guangzhou is 8 degrees. With reference to the maximum horizontal earthquake
influence coefficient in the specification (Table 3), the response spectrum method of mode
decomposition was adopted to calculate the inter-story shear force and floor displacement
of the model under different earthquake actions, so as to obtain the loading displacement.
Horizontal loading is carried out after overturning moment loading, including two stages
of preloading and formal loading. In the pre-loading stage, force control is adopted for
each stage of loading cycle once to ensure that all equipment is in normal working state.
Experimental loading is carried out and controlled by displacement, and the loading mode
is three times for each stage. The loading regime is shown in Table 4 and Figure 7.

Table 3. Maximum horizontal seismic influence coefficient.

Seismic Response 7 Intensity 1 8 Intensity 1 9 Intensity 1

Service level
earthquake 0.08 0.16 0.32

Design based
earthquake 0.23 0.45 0.9

Maximum considered
earthquake 0.50 0.90 1.4

1 The acceleration of the earthquake in the 7 intensity area is 0.1 g. The acceleration of the earthquake in the 8
intensity area is 0.2 g. The acceleration of the earthquake in the 9 intensity area is 0.4 g.
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Table 4. Load regime.

Loading Regime Jack Loading
Displacement

First Story Actuator
Displacement/Force

(Inter Floor
Displacement Angle)

Transfer Story Actuator
Displacement/Force

(Inter Floor
Displacement Angle)

1 (Preload-1) ±0.1 mm 1 kN 5 kN

2 (Preload-2) ±0.15 mm 2 kN 10 kN

3 (Preload-3) ±0.2 mm 4 kN 20 kN

4 (7I-SLE) ±0.265 mm ±0.7 mm
(1/3143)

±1.1 mm
(1/3500)

5 (8I-SLE) ±0.455 mm ±1.4 mm
(1/1571)

±2.1 mm
(1/2000)

6 (7I-DBE) ±0.49 mm ±2.1 mm
(1/1048)

±3.1 mm
(1/1400)

7 (8I-DBE) ±1.16 mm ±4 mm
(1/550)

±6 mm
(1/700)

8 (7I-MCE) ±1.29 mm ±5 mm
(1/440)

±7.4 mm
(1/583)

9 (8I-MCE) ±2.345 mm ±8.9 mm
(1/247)

±13.3 mm
(1/318)

10 (9I-MCE) ±4.589 mm ±14.3 mm
(1/154)

±20.5 mm
(1/226)
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2.2.3. Overturning Moment of Superstructure

Multiple earthquake damage investigations show that the overall collapse of the building
structure is quite serious due to the second-order gravity effect of superstructure [7], so the
influence of the overturning moment of the superstructure under the earthquake must be
considered in the test. In order to meet the loading requirements of overturning moment, a
cast-in-place reinforced concrete counterforce frame was designed (Figures 8 and 9), The
bottom of the counterforce frame was fixedly connected to the ground by anchorage
bolts. Four jacks (Model: LZDF-500 t, Range: +5000 kN) were fixed on the four beams of
the counterforce frame by connecting pieces (as shown in Figures 9 and 10). Steel plate
was embedded where the equivalent mass contacts the jack (as shown in Figure 9), the
surface of the steel plate was coated with lubricant, and the horizontal movement of the
equivalent mass was not restricted by the reaction frame. When the actuators on the first
and second floors were under positive loading, anti-symmetric displacement loads were
simultaneously applied to the Jack-1 and Jack-4. When the actuator was negatively loaded,
Jack-2 and Jack-3 were simultaneously subjected to antisymmetric displacement loads, and
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the loading displacement of the jack was obtained by the angle of fifth floor calculated
by the mode-superposition response spectrum method, as shown in Table 4. Overturning
torque loading includes two stages: pre-loading and formal loading. In the pre-loading
stage, force control was adopted for each stage of loading cycle once. After ensuring that
all equipment was in normal working state, formal loading was carried out. The formal
loading was controlled by displacement, and the loading cycle was three times for each
stage. The loading regime is shown in Table 4 and Figure 8.
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2.3. Collection Strain

To monitor the deformation of the bottom frame column, strain gauges were arranged
at the section steel, longitudinal reinforcement, and stirrup at each column node of axis 2,
as shown in Figure 11. Moreover, strain gauges were also arranged on the longitudinal
reinforcement and stirrup in different areas of the conversion plate to monitor the deforma-
tion of the transfer slab, as shown in Figure 12. In the figure, red parts refer to the strain
gauge arranged on the section steel, blue parts refer to the strain gauge arranged on the
stirrup, and green parts mean the strain gauge arranged on the longitudinal reinforcement.
The diameter of steel wire in the upper shear wall structure was too small to arrange
strain gauge.
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3. Experiment Results

7I-DBE damage condition: No cracks were observed in the 7I-SLE and 8I-SLE condi-
tions. Under the 7I-DBE conditions, cracks were first observed in the middle area of the
three-story shear wall body, and then subtle cracks appeared in the upper area of the first
story column, but no cracks were observed in the second story and the transfer slab, as
shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. 7I-DBE damage condition.

8I-DBE damage condition: the cracks of the columns on the first floor increased, and
the cracks appeared at the bottom of the columns for the first time. Meanwhile, cracks
appeared on the lower surface of the beam on the first floor, subtle cracks appeared on the
node position at the bottom of the columns on the second floor both for the first time, and
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the cracks extended to the surface of the slab on the first floor. Cracks increased on the
shear wall of the third floor, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. 8I-DBE damage condition.

7I-MCE damage condition: The column cracks of the first floor continued to increase,
the beam and column nodes of the first floor showed new cracks, the slab surface cracks
of the first floor also continued to develop. Horizontal cracks were found at the top of
the frame columns on the second floor, but no cracks were observed in the transfer slabs.
Cracks increased in the shear walls on the third floor, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. 7I-MCE damage condition.

8I-MCE damage condition: The columns on the first floor were seriously damaged,
with many long cracks appearing, and new cracks appearing at the embedded ends of the
columns at the bottom. There were more horizontal cracks on the top of the second-floor
columns, but no cracks were found in the transfer slabs. There were more new cracks in
the shear wall and the original cracks continued to develop, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. 8I-MCE damage condition.

9I-MCE damage condition: Under the 9I-MCE condition, the damage of the first floor
was more serious, and cracks appeared at the embedded ends of each column. A horizontal
crack with a width of 0.3 mm appeared at the junction between the top of B2 column and
the slab for the first time, and a full-length crack appeared at the top and the bottom of
slab on the first floor. A large number of new cracks appeared on the top of the columns
on the second floor, but no cracks were found on the transfer slab, numerous inclined
cracks appeared on the shear wall on the side, and the embedded end of the shear wall was
seriously cracked, as shown in Figure 17b,c, which shows the detailed damage diagram
of some nodes of the structure under the 9I-MCE condition. The failure of the beam or
beam joint can consume energy during the earthquake and reduce the adverse effect of
the earthquake on the column. Therefore, in the initial design, the engineers wanted to
destroy the beam joints in the frame structure. However, it was found from the experiment
results that although cracks were generated in the beam-column joints under the 9I-MCE
condition, the damage to the beams or beam joints was not serious, which does not reach
the expected design idea. The reason may be that the binding of the connecting plate on
the first floor was too strong, resulting in the rotation of the floor being limited.

The story drift ratio (ratio of story displacement to story height) of the transfer slab
was 1/226, and that of the first story plate reached 1/154. The safety performance of the
structure met the seismic requirements of a nine-degree earthquake. The first-floor frame
column and shear wall suffered the most serious damage, while in the meantime, the beam
and plate had less damage. The columns of the second floor developed many cracks under
the nine-degree earthquake, but no cracks ever appeared in the transfer slab.

The first-floor frame columns cracked earlier and more seriously than the second floor;
therefore, the first-floor frame may be the weak part of the bottom frame structure. The
three-story shear wall structure of the tower part also cracked earlier and more seriously
than the frame floor. Under the action of load, a reasonable damage mechanism is formed
that the members above the transfer story cracked first and those below the transfer story
cracked later. According to the damage of the structure, it can be judged [38] (pp. 128–135)
that the damage condition of the bottom frame structure was between (a) intact and
(b) slightly damaged. The shear wall of third floors of tower structure with damage
between (b) minor damage and (c) light and moderate damage, which shows that the
performance goal of the structure below the transfer story was higher than that above
the transfer story. The design concept “the performance goals at the bottom of the frame
structure is higher than that at the upper shear wall structure” was satisfied.
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4. Component Strain Analysis
4.1. Strain Analysis of Frame Structure

In order to avoid the disadvantage of the bottom frame failing before the upper
shear wall, leading to the overall overturning of the structure, when designing the seismic
performance objectives of structure, the performance target of the structure below the
transfer story was higher than that of the structure above the transfer story [38]. In the
original structure of the model, the performance objective of the structure below the transfer
story was determined as B, and that of the structure above the transfer story was determined
as C (the seismic performance objectives were divided into four grades from high to low:
A, B, C, and D).

Figure 18 shows the strain curve of the frame column. In the figure, the horizontal
coordinate is the loading displacement value of the No. 1 actuator, and the vertical coordi-
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nate is the strain. It can be seen from the figure that during the whole loading process, the
strain of steel bar was less than its yield strain (HRB400 steel bar yield strain was 2000 µε,
the boundary of the Y-axis of the strain diagram was the yield strain), and according to
the above failure phenomenon, there was no oblique crack on the column surface, indi-
cating that the seismic performance levels of structure below the transfer story met the
requirements of performance level 3 under maximum considered earthquake (MCE) [38]
(p. 7). From this conclusion, it can be judged that the bottom frame structure reached the
requirements of performance objective B, indicating that the seismic performance of the
bottom frame structure was higher than the performance objective C of the structure above
the transfer story. It met the design concept of “the performance goal of the bottom frame
structure is higher than that of the upper shear wall structure”, so the bottom frame was
still in the elastic stage and met the expected design goal.
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Figure 18. Longitudinal reinforcement strain of frame column.

The strain of the longitudinal reinforcement of the first story was higher than that of
the second floor, and the first story was still the weak part of the bottom frame. In many
areas, the failure of the soft-story of the structure caused the overall collapse of the building.
In order to avoid this phenomenon, the seismic performance target of the bottom frame
structure was raised one level in the design of the structure. This design concept can make
the structure show a reasonable damage mechanism of “members above the transfer story
yield first, and members below the transfer story yield later”.
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4.2. Strain Analysis of Transfer Slab

Figures 19 and 20 show the strain of reinforcement in the transfer story, and the
reinforcement was in an elastic state during the whole loading process. The stirrup strain
increased significantly under the nine-degree earthquake condition, and the stirrup strain in
the thick plate near the shear wall was much higher. In the process of positive loading, the
overturning moment of the superstructure led to a significant increase in the stirrup force
at the junction of shear wall and transfer plate. The strain of the longitudinal reinforcement
fluctuated around 0, and the maximum strain of stirrup was 1775 µε, the stirrup strain
was higher than the longitudinal strain, and the transfer story was mainly deformed by
shear force. The stirrup strain in the transfer story was large and there was no crack on the
surface, which indicates that the transfer story may form shear failure (brittle failure). This
adverse failure mechanism needed to be avoided by providing sufficient strength on the
one hand, and by reasonable design on the other hand, so that the yielding floor appeared
at the bottom strengthening site above the transfer story. Therefore, the design should focus
on the design concept of “the performance goal of the bottom frame structure is higher
than that of the upper shear wall structure”.
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Figure 19. Strain of longitudinal bars in thick plates.
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Figure 20. Strain of stirrups in thick plates.
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5. Experiment Analysis
5.1. Hysteretic Performance

The hysteresis curve of the first story actuator is shown in Figure 21. Before loading
in 9I-MCE condition, the loading path of the hysteresis curve almost coincided with the
unloading path, and the residual deformation of the model was small. The area of the
hysteresis curve was very small under 9I-MCE condition.
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Figure 21. The hysteretic curve of the first story.

Figure 22 shows the hysteresis curve of the transfer story actuator. Due to the influence
of the cooperative loading mode (meaning that both actuators were loaded simultaneously),
the hysteresis curve of the transfer story showed a special “inverse S-shape”. At the
beginning of loading, the first story’s actuator was loaded synchronously with that of the
transfer story, the horizontal displacement of the transfer story was the same as that of
the first story, and load was mainly provided by the actuators of the first story. At this
stage, the hysteresis curve of the first story had a higher slope, while the hysteresis curve
of the transfer story grew more slowly. When the synchronous loading was completed,
the displacement of the first story actuator remained unchanged, and the actuator of
the transfer story continued to increase the displacement load. At this time, the lateral
resistance provided by the first story’s actuator decreased, and all the resistance originally
provided by the first story’s actuator was provided by the actuator of the transfer story, so
the hysteresis curve of the transfer story had a sudden change in slope at this stage. With
the increase of load displacement, the area of hysteresis curve of the transfer story increased
gradually. It can be seen that the area of hysteresis curve of the transfer story was obviously
higher than that of the first story, and the loading path did not coincide with the unloading
path. The loading path and unloading path of the hysteresis curve of the transfer story
no longer coincided since the 7I-DBE started, which indicates that the model had already
shown unrecoverable damage, which can also be verified by the cracking phenomenon of
the model in the previous discussion.

Since the shape of hysteresis curve was affected by the cooperative loading mode, the
cumulative energy consumption of the first story and the transfer story was not compared
and analyzed. Instead, the cumulative energy consumption of both was superimposed,
which can reflect the overall energy consumption of the bottom frame structure. Figure 23
shows the energy dissipation curve. Under the conditions of SLE and DBE, the damage
of the structure was small, mainly elastic deformation, and less energy consumption. The
energy dissipation curve of the model increased significantly under large earthquake
conditions, and the total cumulative energy dissipation of the frame structure increased
from 318.46 kN·mm at 7I-MCE to 3496.10 kN·mm at 9I-MCE.
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Figure 23. Energy-loading condition curve.

The equivalent viscous damping coefficient he is calculated using Equations (1) and (2),
where S(ABC+CDA) and S(OBE+ODF) are the areas of the hysteretic curve. As shown in
Figure 24 and Table 5, with the increase of load, the equivalent viscous damping coef-
ficient (EVDC) of the transfer story rose, and the EVDC of the transfer story was larger than
that of the first story.

E = S(ABC+CDA)/S(OBE+ODF) (1)

he = E/2π (2)
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Table 5. Equivalent viscous damping coefficient.

Loading Conditions
Equivalent Viscous

Damping Coefficient of the
First Story

Equivalent Viscous
Damping Coefficient of the

Transfer Story

7I-SLE 2.67% 5.63%

8I-SLE 2.85% 4.85%

7I-DBE 3.22% 8.05%

8I-DBE 3.71% 7.52%

7I-MCE 3.01% 5.60%

8I-MCE 4.07% 6.67%

9I-MCE 5.45% 9.26%

With loading from 7I-MCE condition to 9I-MCE condition, the EVDC of the first story
and the transfer story showed a slow increase. This indicates there was a large amount of
irrecoverable damage in the structure, which also led to the increase of the EVDC of the
structure. The maximum value of EVDC was 9.26% under the MCE conditions.

5.2. Skeleton Curve and Secant Stiffness

Figure 25 shows the skeleton curve of the model. (The skeleton curve is the track of the
maximum horizontal force peak reached by each cyclic loading, which reflects the different
stages and characteristics of the stress and deformation of the component). Figure 26 shows
the secant stiffness of the model. (Due to the gap between the connector and the actuator,
the secant stiffness fluctuated at the initial stage of loading. When the gap was eliminated,
the secant stiffness showed a downward trend with the increase of loading displacement.
This paper only analyzes the secant stiffness under the action of large earthquakes). The
secant stiffness is calculated by Equation (3).

Ki =
|+Fi|+ |−Fi|
|+Xi|+ |−Xi|

(3)

where Fi is the maximum peak load of hysteresis curve in the first turn of each working
condition, and Xi is the maximum peak displacement of hysteresis curve in the first turn of
each working condition.
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Figure 26. Secant stiffness curve.

The skeleton curve did not decrease during the loading process. Under the MCE
condition, the slope of skeleton curve decreased, and the secant stiffness showed a down-
ward trend with the increase of displacement. (The secant stiffness is equivalent to the
slope of the skeleton curve. Therefore, when the slope of the skeleton curve decreased, the
secant stiffness showed a downward trend, but the skeleton curve did not decrease). This
indicates that the concrete of the frame structure columns had a lot of damage, which is
consistent with the experimental results (Figures 13–17) mentioned above.

The bottom frame of the structure was mainly elastic deformation under the SLE and
DBE conditions. Under the MCE condition, the reinforcement of the bottom frame of the
structure was still in the elastic stage. However, the concrete produced a lot of damage,
the energy dissipation increased significantly, and the stiffness decreased, which further
proves that “the performance goal of the bottom frame structure is higher than that of the
upper shear wall structure”.
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6. Conclusions

1. The structural safety performance meets the seismic requirements of the MCE.
2. Under the action of load, the structure forms a reasonable damage mechanism that

the members above the transfer story crack first and those below the transfer story
crack later.

3. The transfer plate is mainly subject to shear deformation, the transfer plate will form
shear failure, which should be avoided through reasonable design.

4. Because of the huge height difference between the first story and the second story (the
subway on the first story), the structure may be adversely affected, so it is necessary
to make the yielding floor appear in the bottom strengthening part above the transfer
story through reasonable design.

5. Under the SLE and DBE conditions, the bottom frame of the structure is mainly
subjected to elastic deformation. Under the MCE condition, the bottom frame of
the structure produces a lot of damage, consumed energy increases, and stiffness
decreases. The load capacity did not decline, which proves that “the performance goal
of the bottom frame structure is higher than that of the upper shear wall structure”.
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